
Round 9 Brunswick v Ashburton W U10 Black 

Today it was a top of the table clash in Round 9. 

The weather today was tough today wet, windy, muddy and 8 degrees. 

Pre-game:   

The coaches Mark and Rob revved us up with some game tips. We can win anytime, anywhere and any 

weather and today was especially perfect footy game weather. The words of the day were great day for 

footy, have fun, keep the ball pushing forward, we do it together and also make sure we talk as a team 

because good teams talk. We got lead out by our Captain Aiden.     

 

First quarter:  

We had a slow start with no goals, but we did get the ball inside 50 quite a number of times. Ashberton 

responded with a few goals but our tight defence stopped many of their opportunities.  Will (16) had a 

fantastic quarter in the back line stopping plenty of goals. Adam (22) was playing well in the center 

kicking the ball down to the forward line. Aiden (40) had a good time in center half forward.  

Score: 1 goals 2   8 (Ashburton)  

0 goals and 0 0 (Brunswick) 

Second quarter:  

Rob told us that we should have a better crack to get the ball, we still had a good quarter, with the 

center line back line having another excellent quarter. We didn’t keep on our players so they scored a 

few goals and behinds with but Will (16) continued his form and had a great quarter in the back line. 



Aiden (40) was a having another great quarter in center half forward kicking it down to Hugo (45) to 

have a opportunity but unluckily he did not score.  

2 goals 4 26(Ashburton)  

0 goal 0 0 (Brunswick) 

Half time:  

We went into the changing rooms to keep warm. Mark and Rob told us that the elephant was really 

small and we were still in the game. We had done this before! When we got out of the change rooms 

the weather hadn’t improved.              

 

 

Third quarter:  

Aiden (40) snapped it to Will C (6) and he scored our first goal early in the third quarter! It was a good 

goal against a good quality side in slippery conditions. Adam (22) had a quick snap for goal scoring our 

first behind, Will (16) had another good quarter in the back line. But we did not stick to the opposition 

so they kicked a few goals.  

6 4 40 (Ashburton)  

1 1 7 (Brunswick)   



Fourth quarter:  

Ashberton kicked heaps of goals in the last quarter and ran away with victory in the end. We found it 

difficult to play our own game with pressure on every possession.  

 

Final scores  

12 6 74 (Ashburton)  

1 1 7 (Brunswick)  

Will W got best on ground because of his great effort in the back line. We have a few improvements to 

make now we know how tough the opposition is. 

By Josh Tulloch  


